‘We are what we repeatedly do’ is a phrase attributed to Aristotle. The practice and
repetition of the Tuesday and Thursday rides, out and back to Macroom, help us to build
consistency and fitness on the bike. A clutch of Leeroadies will usually gather for a 9:15
start on what remains of the Cork and Muskerry Light Railway line at Cloghroe cross. The
train left the terminus on the Western Road, now occupied by the River Lee Hotel, and
headed out the Western Road to
Cloghroe. Our group gathers in a
gateway that covers the old rail line
and for a short distance we keep the
line on our left shoulders, until we turn
left for the Dripsey road. In July 1887,
General Hutchinson of the Board of
Trade described the ‘Blarney tram’
route as ‘the best eight and a half
miles of permanent way he had seen
Leaving the Western Road terminus.
on any tramway’.

For more information on
the old railways and
especially on the Cork
railway network, watch :
Off The Beaten Track C#612E9E on You Tube.

The ‘Hook & Eye’ at Carrigrohane station and turning for
Leemount, Cloghroe, Blarney, Coachford & Donoughmore.

A twenty eight minutes
programme with Niall
Toibin as he re-discovers
the ‘hook and eye’,
the old ‘Blarney tram’,
the Cork-Muskerry light
railway.
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We set off from the old track way
along the Nad road before taking a
left turn to the R622 at what was the
old ‘Cloghroe station’ from 1887 until
1934. This road takes us up the rise
of ground to Inniscarra dam. Above
the dam the vista of the flooded Lee
valley stretches westwards towards
Macroom. The reservoir formed
behind the Inniscarra dam is the
home of the National Rowing center.
The surface of the R618 to Dripsey
is rough on the tyres and bike
frames. We’re usually at a gallop by this stage of the ride,as we fly past Griffins. No
stopping, though, as we are too early into the ride. Those of us who get a few minutes head
start try to reach Magoola (National School) or even Dripsey before the bunch swish by.
Aerial view of the woollen mill complex at Dripsey.

At Dripsey [Druibseach, meaning a "Muddy
river], we swing off the main road and
follow the wood road towards the old
Dripsey woollen Mills. Hard to imagine
now, but in the 1800’s this sleepy village
had three working mills: a paper mill, a
flour mill and the woollen mill. A new
‘model’ village was built nearby to house
the 70-100 families employed in the
mills.

There and back again. Cloghroe to Macroom.
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Just beyond the industrial ruins and overlooking the
millpond stands. This fortified tower castle was one of
three castles built at Blarney (1446), Kilcrea and Dripsey
(1450’s), by Cormac ‘Laidir’ McCarthy. The ‘keeps’ are
the iconic structures of the era and represent the
presence and the might of the McCarthy clan in Muskerry
ua Flann at this time. Between 1400-1600 at least 235
similar tower keeps were built in Co. Cork.

The 1740’s Georgian house at Carrignamuck.

Carrignamuck castle

The castle at Dripsey, (Carrignamuck), was besieged
and captured by Cromwellian troops in 1650. In the
1700’s the castle came, through marriage, into the
possession of the Colthurst family of the Blarney
estate. In 1922, during the ‘Troubles’, locals boycotted
the Dripsey Colthurst’s and the family sold out to the
O’Shaughnessy’s the then owners of the woollen mills.
In 2015, the Georgian estate sold to ‘international
buyers’ for €1.9m.

After the millpond, we veer left and then right at what was once ‘Peake station’ on the
Coachford railway line and ride across towards Mullinassig, the hill of the waterfall.
We never have time to explore
it, but in the wooded glen on our
left hand side runs the
Glashagarriff River and above it
sits a wonderful cataract,
Poulanassig, the hole of the
waterfall. In the summer months
the site provides locals with a
secret swimming nook.
The route levels out as we
make
our
way
towards
Bealnamarbh. The approach
road is long and narrow and the
‘mouth of the ford of the dead’
appears as an innocuous ‘H’ shaped crossroads with church, school and village pub all in
close proximity. No hint of the underworld here, though on our left and just below the bridge
is Aughaphuca, the field of the fairies, also insinuating a past shrouded in mythology?? Our
only ‘fear’ is the 5.5 kms rise of ground up towards Leadawillin, (the broad land of the mill),
up through Leades cross and Cahernafulla. The pull can be a challenge depending on how
fast a pace the front group is setting and how much you have in your legs.
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At whatever rate you take the rise it is always satisfying to gain the elevation above the
chapel fields and reach Lacknahaghny, (the place of the sacred or petitioning stone). A
quick breather, a petition perhaps, and then swoosh down the descent with Mushera and
the Boggeraghs in the distance. We exit at Knocknagappul bridge and take a left on the
Ballynagree road for a 9km dash to Macroom. All we’re thinking about is Vaughan’s and hot
coffee and freshly baked apple scones. The road is lumpy with some short rises of ground
and one ‘feckin hill’ where a selection always occurs. In no time, we career down the
Masseytown road past the now deserted fair green, the corn mill and the old tanneries
before crossing the Sullane River under Macroom castle, and finally up the hill into the town
square.

The best coffee stop!

Peg in charge!

The ‘elite’ squad 2014.

There always seems to be room in Vaughan’s. The bolters are usually into their second
coffee by the time our grupetto arrive and we all try to share the long table under the
photographs of Tim and the early Leeroadies. He’d smile at the same old stories still being
told and re-told? I often wonder if he ever thought that the Leeroadies would still be doing
the Macroom circuit so many years after he started it all? The elders tell me that in the early
days there were no stops, no coffee, no waiting for others to catch up. Everyone just kept
going until arriving back in Cloghroe. There and back again?
Leaving the ‘town that never reared a fool’, we exit
appropriately enough through Cork Street avoiding the
huge trucks and constant traffic that is crying out for a
by-pass route. After getting the all clear from the Bull
that guards the town, we exit left off the main road and
head eastwards on the R618 towards Ummera, Caum,
Coolata and the upper reservoir. This section of the
route is usually kind to us, the road that bit quieter and
the surface relatively smooth. We Cover ground and
maintain pace ‘comparatively’ easily.
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By the time we reach Carrigadrohid, we are usually in one long line and sweep into that
sweet, long, and fast left hand bend. The trick is to stay out as wide as you dare, lean
smoothly with the bend, stick as close as you can to the wheel in front, and strive not be
dropped as the road flattens out and begins an immediate short pull up by Oak Grove and
towards Coolnagearagh. There the gradient eases and we get a moment to catch breath
before we drop down to Glashagarriff Bridge and then tear into the hill up to Carhoo, ‘a dirty
bite’ as Pat describes it. The rise brings us to the ‘dead’ center, or perhaps in reference to
the Gaelic, the dead quarter of Coachford? The Carhoo pitch usually results in another
selection because everyone gives it ninety. The pitch is steep at the start, but it’s a short
pull and we aim to stand and drive for the first bend and still be in the big chain ring by time
we reach the white farmhouse that comes up on our right. Then it’s a matter of trying to
keep the cadence high, to hold on, until we re-group at the top alongside the cemetery. Out
of breath but still breathing and determined to stay on this side of that wall!
Downhill to Coachford, (Atha an Choiste, the ford of the coach), and we are mindful of the
traffic by the Creamery and at the old Courthouse cross. We spin on towards Dripsey over
what must be the worst stretch of road on this circuit. The surface seems to sap the energy
out of tired legs and the bike frames and human skeletons are well and truly shook up by
the time we reach the new tarmac on the approach to Dripsey.
To celebrate the end of the second millennium, the locals in Dripsey decided to put their
sleepy village back on the map. They organised an event that ran for 5 years and is
recorded in the Guinness book of records as the ‘shortest St. Patrick’s day parade in the
world’.
“Under the eagle eye of local guard Christy O’Donovan, the tape measure was
stretched from one end of the village to the other, from The Weigh Inn to The Lee
Valley. The verdict? Double-checked and triple-checked, it came out at 23.4 meters or
just under 26 yards – somewhat shorter than New York’s Fifth Avenue, or indeed the
width of Dublin’s O’Connell Street.
The popularity of Dripsey’s St Patrick’s Day parade stems from something far deeper.
In this fast-paced modern world, we have become too commercialised, too sated by the
biggest, the best, the fastest, and the most spectacular. In most of us there is a
yearning to return to the simpler things, the way it used to be. In Dripsey we can
perhaps find an echo of that gentler time.”
An extract from Dripsey.com

The signpost at Dripsey announces 18 kilometers to Cork. We pick up the pace as we
make tracks back towards Magoola and the lower dam. One small rise of ground remains
between the rowing center and the dam and then a very fast downhill to the junction of the
R 618. It seems like we’re home, but the gas is on for that last stretch before the even
faster drop to Cloghroe station and the Nad road.
The riders filter off in different directions at the church cross, most will have completed 76
kms and some will add another 10 kms or more to end what is a most enjoyable ride from
‘There to here’.
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The important thing for most of us is that we got out. Fast or not so fast, it doesn’t really
matter. The effort is what counts. The ride out and back to Macroom is practice and it
makes us better cyclists and binds us a group. Years ago a journalist asked Eddy Merckx,
‘what three things can I do to be a better cyclist?’ Merckx must have read Aristotle, for his
answer was, ‘ride your bike, ride your bike, ride your bike’. Tim knew what he was starting.
The Tuesday and Thursday rides are part of his legacy to all Leeroadies, and as he often
said himself, “we’ll leave it there now.”
.
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